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† Background and Aims When ecologically important plant traits are correlated they may be said to constitute an
ecological ‘strategy’ dimension. Through identifying these dimensions and understanding their inter-relationships
we gain insight into why particular trait combinations are favoured over others and into the implications of trait
differences among species. Here we investigated relationships among several traits, and thus the strategy dimensions
they represented, across 2134 woody species from seven Neotropical forests.
† Methods Six traits were studied: specific leaf area (SLA), the average size of leaves, seed and fruit, typical
maximum plant height, and wood density (WD). Trait relationships were quantified across species at each individual
forest as well as across the dataset as a whole. ‘Phylogenetic’ analyses were used to test for correlations among
evolutionary trait-divergences and to ascertain whether interspecific relationships were biased by strong taxonomic
patterning in the traits.
† Key Results The interspecific and phylogenetic analyses yielded congruent results. Seed and fruit size were
expected, and confirmed, to be tightly related. As expected, plant height was correlated with each of seed and
fruit size, albeit weakly. Weak support was found for an expected positive relationship between leaf and fruit
size. The prediction that SLA and WD would be negatively correlated was not supported. Otherwise the traits
were predicted to be largely unrelated, being representatives of putatively independent strategy dimensions. This
was indeed the case, although WD was consistently, negatively related to leaf size.
† Conclusions The dimensions represented by SLA, seed/fruit size and leaf size were essentially independent and
thus conveyed largely independent information about plant strategies. To a lesser extent the same was true for
plant height and WD. Our tentative explanation for negative WD – leaf size relationships, now also known from
other habitats, is that the traits are indirectly linked via plant hydraulics.
Key words: Fruit size, leaf size, phylogenetically independent contrasts, plant height, plant strategies, seed size, specific
leaf area, tropical rainforest ecology, wood density.

IN TROD UCT IO N
Interspecific correlations among ecologically important
plant traits capture the attention of evolutionary ecologists
because they may reflect two distinct phenomena. First,
they may indicate physical, physiological or developmental
‘constraints’ that limit the independent variation and evolution of the focal traits. Second, the correlations may be
the adaptive outcome of natural selection favouring
* For correspondence. E-mail iwright@rna.bio.mq.edu.au

particular combinations of traits over others, in which
case the set of traits are often described as forming an
ecological ‘strategy’ dimension (Westoby et al., 2002).
Distinguishing between these explanations and understanding the basis for trait-based strategy dimensions is
important because it gives us insight into life-history
trade-offs that operate within and between environments,
and thus also into phenomena such as niche differentiation,
species coexistence and the broad shifts in plant traits that
occur along geographic gradients. Furthermore, emergent
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species with low SLA and long leaf lifespan (LL) accumulate greater total foliage mass per unit ground area than
species with higher SLA and shorter LL (Reich et al.,
1992; Gower et al., 1993; Read et al., 2006), and have
also been shown to have lower rates of height growth
(Reich et al., 1992). In this study, SLA was the focal trait
representing the leaf economics spectrum.
Seed mass varies by 5 – 6 orders of magnitude among
species (Leishman et al., 2000). The probability of successful seedling establishment in the face of environmental
hazards increases with seed mass (Westoby et al., 2002).
However, since species that produce larger seeds produce
fewer seeds per unit of reproductive effort (Jakobsson and
Eriksson, 2000; Aarssen and Jordan, 2001; Henery and
Westoby, 2001), the probability of dispersal to a safe site
where establishment is possible decreases with increasing
seed mass. This trade-off underpins the ‘seed size – seed
output’ strategy dimension (Moles and Westoby, 2004).
Here, the trait chiefly representing this dimension was
seed size (volume), but fruit size (volume) was also
recorded.
Leaf size also varies by 5 – 6 orders of magnitude
among species. Species with larger leaves tend also to
have thicker twigs, forming a ‘leaf size – twig size’
trait-dimension among species (Westoby et al., 2002).
Here, the position of species along this dimension was
represented by their average leaf size (area of individual
leaves or leaflets). Species with larger leaves and twigs
tend also to have less frequent branching and to bear
larger fruits than species with smaller leaves/twigs; this
set of relationships has become known as ‘Corner’s
Rules’ (Corner, 1949; Ackerly and Donoghue, 1998;
Cornelissen, 1999; Westoby and Wright, 2003). Still, the
adaptive significance of interspecific variation in leaf
size is not well understood (Westoby et al., 2002). In
theory, larger leaves have thicker boundary layers and
thus overheat more easily than smaller leaves, leading to
higher respiration and transpiration costs (Givnish, 1978).
While this may help explain why community-mean leaf
size tends to decrease with increasing site aridity
(Givnish, 1978), 1000-fold variation in leaf size is
commonly seen among sets of co-occurring species
(Fonseca et al., 2000), suggesting that there must be
additional costs and benefits associated with variation in
leaf size. For example, in Australian evergreens both the
degree of self-shading (Falster and Westoby, 2003) and
stem support costs per unit leaf mass (Pickup et al.,
2005) decrease with increasing leaf size, while herbivory
levels have been shown to increase (Moles and Westoby,
2000).
Typical maximum height of adult plants was the fifth
trait that we recorded. Maximum height ranges from 1 cm
to 100 m, four orders of magnitude, and can be considered
as a strategy dimension in its own right (Weiher et al.,
1999; Westoby et al., 2002). Taller species or individuals
have an advantage over shorter plants in that they are able
to intercept more light. At the same time, the accrued
cost of investment in stems increases with increasing
height, as does the continuing cost of maintaining stem
tissues (respiration); further, taller individuals suffer from
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properties of ecosystems such as rates of net primary productivity and nutrient cycling are not only determined by
site properties (e.g. rainfall, temperature, irradiance), but
also by the traits and relative abundances of the species
occurring therein (Reich et al., 1997; Perez-Harguindeguy
et al., 2000; Garnier et al., 2004).
The position of a species along a strategy dimension
should relate to how the species makes a living or where
it is most competitive (Grime et al., 1997; Weiher et al.,
1999; Westoby et al., 2002; Ackerly, 2004; Diaz et al.,
2004). Rankings of species along a dimension should be
consistent (at least approximately) in the face of within-species variation due to plasticity, acclimation or ecotypic variation. Four trait-based strategy dimensions
identified to date (each described below) describe variation
in (1) leaf structure and physiology, (2) seed size and seed
output, (3) leaf size and twig size, and (4) typical maximum
plant height (Westoby et al., 2002). In this study we compiled data for focal traits from each of these dimensions,
as well as for wood density, for more than 2100 woody
species from seven Neotropical forests. Wood density
(WD) was of particularly interest: while it has been
suggested to be involved in several different strategy
dimensions (see below), to date there have been few
large-scale quantifications of its relationship to other key
plant traits.
We had three aims. First, to quantify the pattern of
‘cross-species’ (interspecific) correlations among these ecologically important traits and, by implication, the correlation structure among the strategy dimensions that they
represent. Convincingly demonstrating that two trait dimensions are orthogonal (not correlated) is at least as important
for understanding plant ecological strategies as demonstrating that they are correlated: orthogonal dimensions convey
independent information about plant strategies (Ackerly,
2004). Second, using ‘phylogenetic’ analyses (Felsenstein,
1985), we tested whether evolutionary divergences in
trait-pairs showed similar correlation patterns as the
cross-species analysis. Where results from the two types
of analyses differ this may indicate that taxonomic biases
in the dataset contributed substantially to the cross-species
results. Third, we assessed how general the trait-relationships
were by comparing cross-species trait correlations calculated
for each of the seven forests separately. Below, we describe in
more detail the trait-dimensions that were studied via their
focal (representative) traits.
Plant species are arrayed along a ‘leaf economics spectrum’ running from high to low specific leaf area (leaf
area per dry mass; SLA), leaf N and P concentration and
gas exchange rates, but from short to long average leaf lifespan (Grime et al., 1997; Reich et al., 1997; Reich et al.,
1998; Wright et al., 2004). Although many herbs and
grasses and species native to fertile soils occur towards
the high-SLA end of the spectrum, and many evergreen
species from infertile habitats occur towards the low-SLA
end, a range of leaf economic strategies can still be seen
within growth forms, plant functional types and biomes
(Reich et al., 1997; Wright et al., 2004; Wright et al.,
2005). Leaf economic traits also scale-up to canopy and
whole-plant properties of shrubs and trees. For example,
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TA B L E 1. Location, climate attributes and additional details about data collection at the seven Neotropical forests
Site
BCI
Fort Sherman
La Chonta
La Selva

PNM
Yasunı́/Manu

MAT (8C)

Annual rainfall (mm)

Months with rain ,100 mm

98100 N, 798850 W (Barro Colorado Island, Panama)
98170 N, 798580 W (Fort Sherman canopy crane,
Panama)
158450 S, 628600 W (La Chonta, Bolivia)
18834–360 N, 95804–090 W (La Selva Biological
Research Station, Costa Rica)
188N, 938300 W (Los Tuxtlas Tropical Rainforest
Reserve, Mexico)
88590 N, 798330 W (Parque Natural Metropolitano
canopy crane, Panama)
08260 –18080 S, 758250 – 768400 W (Yasunı́ National
Park, Ecuador)
118190 – 138110 S, 718100 –728220 W (Manu
National Park, Peru)

26.2
26.2

2632
3057

4
3

24.8
26.1

1517
4323

7
0

24.6

4725

0

25.8

1778

4

26.1

3110

0

24.5

2603

2

Climate. Data for mean annual temperature (MAT) and annual rainfall were averaged or summed (rainfall) across all months of the year. Sources of
climate data: BCI, site-specific data, 1929–2004; Fort Sherman, site-specific data, 1997– 2004; La Chonta, data from nearest weather station (approx.
60 km away), rainfall 1970– 1992, temperature 1981–1992; La Selva, site-specific data, rainfall 1962–2002, temperature 1982–2003; Los Tuxtlas,
data from nearby Coyame weather station, 1953–1981 (Ibarra-Manriquez and Sinaca, 1987); PNM, site-specific data, 1995–2004; Yasunı́/Manu: data
estimated separately for the Ecuador and Peru sites from an interpolated 1961–1990 global dataset (New et al., 1999).
Species selection. Only species with stems .1 cm dbh were sampled at sites in Panama; plot sizes, BCI 50 ha, Fort Sherman 6 ha, PNM 1 ha. Leaf
data from La Chonta are mostly for understory saplings. At La Selva, only woody species (lianas and trees) growing in the shade were sampled.

an increased risk of breakage (Niklas, 1992; Givnish, 1995;
Ryan and Yoder, 1997; Becker et al., 2000). Trade-offs
such as these mean that species with a wide range of
maximum heights often co-occur. Maximum plant height
also tends to be positively correlated with seed size
among species, but for reasons that are as yet unclear
(Moles et al., 2004, 2005).
The final trait requiring introduction is wood density.
Wood density (WD) is associated with several, somewhat
inter-related aspects of ecological strategy. Firstly, sapling
and adult mortality rates of Neotropical forest trees decrease
with increasing WD (Zimmerman et al., 1994;
Muller-Landau, 2004), presumably because higher WD
confers greater resistance of stems to pathogen attack and
to mechanical damage (Turner, 2001). Secondly, species
with higher WD tend to have slower stem-diameter and
volumetric growth rates than lower WD species (Enquist
et al., 1999; Roderick, 2000), this relationship largely
underpinning a successional continuum in tropical forests
from fast-growing, light-demanding species to slowgrowing, shade-tolerant species (Lawton, 1984; Poorter
and Arets, 2003; Muller-Landau, 2004; King et al.,
2005). Finally, WD is also linked to several hydraulic properties of plants. Species with low WD tend to have highly
conductive sapwood and store considerable water in their
stems, while those with higher WD tend to be more resistant to xylem cavitation, and their leaves show larger daily
fluctuations in leaf water potential (Stratton et al., 2000;
Meinzer, 2003; Ackerly, 2004; Bucci et al., 2004;
Santiago et al., 2004; Hacke et al., 2005).
In this study we compiled trait data for woody species
from seven Neotropical forests, the traits being SLA, seed
and fruit size, leaf size, plant maximum height and wood
density. Our expectations were as follows.

(1) Due to the physical constraint that fruit size constrains
the maximum possible size of seeds, seed and fruit size
would show a ‘triangular’ relationship (small-fruited
species would have small seeds only, whereas
large-fruited species would have a wide range of seed
sizes).
(2) Leaf size and fruit size would be positively correlated
(Corner’s Rules).
(3) SLA and wood density would be negatively correlated,
reflecting the continuum from fast-growing pioneer
species with low WD to slow-growing climax species
with high WD.
(4) Taller species would have larger seeds (Moles et al.,
2004, 2005).
(5) Otherwise, we expected the traits to be essentially unrelated, indicating orthogonality of the ecological strategy
dimensions they represented.

M AT E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S
Dataset

Trait data were compiled for woody species (trees, shrubs,
lianas) from seven rainforests spanning most of the
Neotropical rainforest zone (sites ranged from 188N to
158S; Table 1). Some ‘sites’ consisted of a restricted geographical area; e.g., 1, 6 and 50 ha plots in Panama at
Parque Natural Metropolitano (PNM), Fort Sherman and
Barro Colorado Island (BCI), respectively. Others consisted
of a large region of more or less continuous forest (e.g.,
Yasunı́/Manu in Ecuador/Peru). Originally the Yasunı́ and
Manu datasets were separate but they were combined
because a large proportion of data for these sites came
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Los Tuxtlas

Latitude, longitude
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TA B L E 2. Sample size and range of variation for the six
plant traits among woody species (trees, shrubs, lianas) from
seven Neotropical forests

from published floras and over 200 species were recorded in
both forests. The seven forests differ considerably in mean
annual rainfall (1517 to 4725 mm y – 1) and in the number of
months with mean rainfall ,100 mm (0 to 7), but differ
little in mean annual temperature (24.5 to 26.2 8C).
Further information on the sites can be found in relevant
publications (Croat, 1978; Bongers et al., 1988; Bongers
and Popma, 1990; McDade and Hartshorn, 1994; Wright
and Colley, 1994; Leigh et al., 1996; Pitman et al., 2001;
Condit et al., 2004).
Sources of plant trait data included published studies
(Augspurger, 1986; Bongers and Popma, 1988, 1990;
Kitajima, 1992; Dalling et al., 1998; Ibarra-Manriquez
et al., 2001; Pitman et al., 2001), unpublished fieldcollected data from the authors, and information from relevant floras, monographs and other publications, e.g. Croat
(1978). In general, mean trait values were calculated from
several individuals of each species at each site. However,
in a number of cases seed volumes were based on
samples from single individuals. The dataset comprised
information on 2134 species, representing 607 genera,
101 families and 36 orders. Family- and genus-level taxonomic delineation followed current information available
from the Angiosperm Phylogeny Group (http://www.
mobot.org/MOBOT/research/APweb/; accessed December
2004). Three hundred and forty-five species occurred at
more than one site. Approximately 80% of the species
were trees; the remainder were lianas (11 %), shrubs (6
%) and hemi-epiphytes (1 %). Coverage for each trait
varied widely (Table 2), ranging from 453 records for
SLA to 1498 for leaf size; similarly, not every trait was
measured at each site (Table 2).
In some cases the protocols for measuring the
traits varied among sites; however, all efforts were
made to standardize data so that they could be analysed
together. At most sites seed and fruit volume (mm3)
were calculated from linear dimensions (following
removal of appendages such as wings), assuming an
ellipsoidal shape. A small number of species with seeds
or fruits that were clearly not ellipsoidal were not
included. At BCI, seed and fruit masses were recorded
rather than volumes. Mass (mg) was converted to
volume using allometric equations derived from the Los
Tuxtlas data, where both volume and mass had been
measured:

The average size both of leaflets and of whole-leaves was
known for a number of compound-leaved species. Except
where specified, leaf size refers to data for leaflets for
these species (generally the terminal leaflet). SLA was
measured for leaf discs rather than for whole leaves (or leaflets) for some species at BCI. Whole-leaf SLA (mm2 mg – 1)
was estimated for these species using an allometric equation
calculated from species for which both types of data were
known:

logðseed volumeÞ ¼ 1027 logðseed massÞ  0043;

logðwhole-leaf SLAÞ ¼ 0972 logðleaf disc SLAÞ

Trait

n1

n2

n3

Min.

1342
991

1288
959

6
7

1.5
0.10

60.3
1.11

1.6
1.0

1237
1030
453

1236
410
597

5
3
6

0.003
0.47
4.3

6.16 104
3.02 106
69.2

7.3
6.8
1.2

1497

1228

7

2.6

2.57 105

5.0

For compound-leaved species, leaf size refers to the average size of
individual leaflets. n1: total number of species/site combinations for each
trait in the database; n2: number of species for each trait used in
species-mean analyses; n3: number of sites for which we had data for
each trait.

and Yasunı́/Manu). Where both sun and shade values
were known, the former were given preference. Leaf
size was measured directly in most datasets. Only
maximum and minimum values for leaf length were
available for the Yasunı́/Manu dataset (data from a
number of published floras; see Pitman et al., 2001),
hence for that site leaf size was estimated using an allometric equation relating mean length (mm) to area
(mm2), derived from the BCI dataset:
logðleaf sizeÞ ¼ 2146 logðleaf lengthÞ  0882;
r2 ¼ 094; n ¼ 223:

 00129;

2

r ¼ 093; n ¼ 272:

r 2 ¼ 091; n ¼ 101:
logðfruit volumeÞ ¼ 0968 logðfruit massÞ þ 0405;
r2 ¼ 090; n ¼ 273:
Leaf data were in some cases measured for outer canopy
(‘sun’) leaves only (La Chonta; although these were for
saplings in this case), for shade leaves only (La Selva),
for both (Fort Sherman, Los Tuxtlas, PNM), or were
not distinguished on this basis (leaf size data for BCI

Data analyses

Five of the six traits showed strongly right-skewed
distributions and were therefore log10- transformed prior
to analyses. Wood density showed an approximately
normal distribution already and was not transformed.
Four types of analyses were used for examining trait
relationships.
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Plant height (m)
Wood density
(g cm 23)
Seed size (mm3)
Fruit size (mm3)
SLA (mm2
mg 21)
Leaf size (mm2)

Max.

Orders of
magnitude
variation
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Bivariate trait correlations, across all species and within
individual sites

Evolutionary divergence analyses

We also tested whether (inferred) evolutionary divergences in each trait were correlated with those in the
other traits. Cross-species (above) and evolutionary divergence correlation analyses ask different questions, i.e.
they are complementary methods rather than alternative
statistical techniques for the same question (Westoby,
1999). In cross-species analyses each species contributes
a single data point; in correlated divergence analyses each
independent divergence (or radiation, or contrast) contributes a data point. Hence, these are also known as ‘phylogenetically independent contrast’ or PIC analyses
(Felsenstein, 1985; Harvey and Pagel, 1991).
A phylogenetic tree describing the hypothesized evolutionary relationships between species was constructed using
Phylomatic software (Webb and Donoghue, 2005).
Phylomatic starts with a backbone family-level tree of the
angiosperms, based on a synthesis of recent phylogenetic analyses (Stevens, 2004). Given a species list for a particular
study, the appropriate families are selected and the remainder
pruned from the tree. Genera are generally pasted on as polytomies within families, and species as polytomies within
genera. The phylogenies used for this study were based on
the Phylomatic conservative tree C20040402. Analyses were
run using the ‘Analysis of Traits’ (v. 3.0) module in
Phylocom v.3.22 (Webb et al., 2004). Independent contrasts
(divergences) were calculated as the difference between the
trait values for the two nodes or species descending from
the contrast-node; internal node values were themselves calculated using a weighted averaging procedure based on a
Brownian motion model of trait evolution (Felsenstein,
1985). The direction of subtraction in calculating contrasts is

unimportant, providing all traits are treated in the same
manner. For polytomies, daughter nodes were ranked by
trait value, and split at the median into two groups (high and
low). If there was an odd number of daughter nodes the
median daughter node value was assigned to the lower
group if its value was lower than the mean across all daughter
nodes, or to the upper group if its value was higher than the
mean. A harmonic mean branch length was calculated for
each group, then the contrast size was calculated as for a
dichotomous node (Pagel, 1992). A correlation coefficient
was then calculated between the set of divergences for each
pair of traits. In a bivariate plot of divergences in one trait
against divergences in another, a data point indicating a positive divergence in both traits would have indicated negative
divergences in each trait had the subtractions been performed
the other way around. Due to this symmetry, analyses of contrast data have no intercept term: they are ‘forced’ through the
origin (Garland et al., 1992). Accordingly, significance testing
is done as for standard Pearson correlation analyses, but using
N – 1 degrees of freedom (where N is the number of internal
nodes providing contrasts) rather than N – 2, as would be done
for a model with an intercept term (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995).

Summarizing multivariate trait covariation

Multidimensional variation among the six traits was summarized using principal components analysis (PCA) of the
trait correlation matrix calculated from species-mean trait
values. Two analyses were run: one on a data subset consisting of 122 species for which all six traits were known;
another on the entire dataset in an analysis where missing
cells in the trait matrix were allowed (SPSS for Windows
v. 11.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). Although a number
of components were extracted in both analyses, we discuss
only those with eigenvalues .1, these being most informative (Kaiser, 1960).

Preliminary investigation of properties of sun leaves
versus shade leaves

SLA and leaf size were measured separately for outercanopy (‘sun’) and shaded leaves at three sites (PNM,
Fort Sherman and Los Tuxtlas), for 96 species in total.
We ran additional analyses to those described above in
order to assess the likelihood that these differences in
sampling protocol would have affected the results and conclusions from the study. These analyses are described in
detail in Appendix 1 [Supplementary Information]. For
comparing SLA or leaf size with the other measured
traits, the results indicated that no systematic bias in
terms of relationship slope should have been introduced
by the different leaf-sampling protocols at different sites.
However, shifts in SMA intercepts may have resulted,
weakening our ability to interpret any such patterns in
terms of other variables such as site climate. Consequently,
we do not present analyses comparing SMA of trait relationships fitted to individual sites.
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The all-species analysis was based on a dataset of
species-mean trait values (i.e., site-specific values were
averaged for species occurring at more than one location;
sample sizes given in Table 2). Relationship strength was
quantified using correlation r 2 and P values; relationship
slopes were described by their standardized major axes
(SMAs). SMA analyses are appropriate when the purpose
of line-fitting is to summarize the relationship between
two variables, as in many allometric studies (Sokal and
Rohlf, 1995). An SMA line is the slope of the first principal axis in a PCA analysis based on standardized data,
fitted through the centroid of the data. SMA routines
were run in a DOS-based computer package, (S)MATR
(Falster et al., 2003). Next we quantified the strength of
bivariate trait correlations at each individual site. These
analyses are complementary to the first analysis in two
ways. (1) They assess how consistent the relationships
are among sites, giving a sense of the degree of generality
of each trait relationship; and (2) if the site-specific
relationships are generally strong but the correlation seen
across all species is weak, it indicates that the site-specific
relationships must be offset from one another, either in
their slope or intercepts (or both).
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R E S U LT S
Positive correlations among seed size, fruit size and plant
height

The most tightly related trait pair was seed size and fruit size,
being positively related in both the species-based (r 2 ¼ 0.35;
Fig. 1) and PIC analyses (r 2 ¼ 0.42), and within each of the
three sites at which both traits were measured (r 2 ¼ 0.28 to
0.43; Appendix 2, Supplementary Information). Taller
species tended to have larger seeds and larger fruits, both
across all species and within individual sites, although
these relationships had relatively little explanatory power.
Across all species, five to six orders of magnitude in seed
or fruit size were observed at any given height (Fig. 2).
Evolutionary divergences in plant height were also positively
correlated with those in seed and fruit size (Table 3).

Negative correlations between leaf size and wood density

Leaf size and wood density (WD) were negatively correlated in all three types of analyses. Whether leaf size of
compound-leaved species was taken as that of the leaflets
or of the whole leaves, these relationships tended to be considerably tighter when only simple-leaved species were analysed (Table 3; Appendix 2, Supplementary Information).
Among simple-leaved species, wood density explained
20 % of variation in leaf size (Fig. 3). The traits were
also negatively correlated at five of six sites, with r 2
values ranging from 0.16 to 0.30. Even at the sixth site
wood density explained 23 % of variation in leaf size, but
with only seven species sampled this was not statistically
significant (P ¼ 0.275).

F I G . 2. Relationships between species-mean (A) seed size and plant
height, and (B) fruit size and plant height. Correlations statistics are
given in Table 3. SMA slopes (and 95 % confidence interval): (A) 3.92
(3.64, 4.22), (B) 3.82 (3.58, 4.08).

Leaf size and WD were unrelated among compoundleaved species, both across all species (Fig. 3) and
within individual sites (not shown), whether leaf size
was taken to mean leaflet size or the size of whole
leaves. The lack of a relationship between wood
density and leaflet size was influenced strongly by
several species from the Fabaceae that have very small
leaflets ( pinnae) in combination with wood densities in
the middle of the observed range (Fig. 3B). With these
species removed, leaflet size and wood density were
then negatively correlated, albeit considerably more
weakly than leaf size and wood density were among
simple-leaved species (details in Fig. 3 caption).
Larger-leaved species tended to have larger fruits

In all three types of analyses there was a weak positive
relationship between fruit size and leaf size (Table 3;
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F I G . 1. Relationship between seed size and fruit size among 622 woody
species from Neotropical forests. Each data point represents the mean
value for a species. Correlation statistics are given in Table 3.
Standardized major axis (SMA) slope (and 95 % confidence interval):
1.05 (0.99, 1.12). The dashed line indicates the 1 : 1 physical constraint
that seed size cannot be larger than fruit size.
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TA B L E 3. Pairwise cross-species and PIC relationships between the six plant traits for woody species from the seven
Neotropical forests

Plant height

Seed size
Fruit size
SLA
Leaf size

Wood density

Seed size

Fruit size

–

0.002
483
0.313

10.12
636
,0.001
10.04
394
,0.001

10.09
822
,0.001
0.01
352
0.107
10.35
622
,0.001

,0.001
167
0.949
10.04
214
0.002
10.06
259
,0.001
0.01
97
0.281
0.01
260
0.152

–
0.02
143
0.109
0.001
127
0.712
0.02
78
0.196
20.02
156
0.048

–
10.42
222
,0.001
0.02
103
0.129
0.01
190
0.126

–
20.04
89
0.047
10.06
225
,0.001

SLA

Leaf size

2 0.08
239
,0.001
20.003
191
0.418
20.04
242
0.001
2 0.08
215
,0.001

20.01
973
0.019
20.08
438
,0.001
20.01
532
0.088
10.02
718
,0.001
0.002
391
0.419

–
0.01
148
0.178

–

Correlation data are given for species-based analyses above the diagonal and for PIC analyses below the diagonal. The sign of the correlation r value
is indicated for relationships with P , 0.10; relationships for which P , 0.003 are shown in bold (Bonferroni correction for 15 comparisons: 0.05/15 ¼
0.003). All traits except wood density were log10-transformed prior to analysis. Relationships between wood density and leaf size were considerable
stronger when only simple-leaved species were considered. Species-based analysis: r 2 ¼ 0.20, n ¼ 309, P , 0.001; PIC analysis: r 2 ¼ 0.12, n ¼ 116,
P , 0.001.

Appendix 2, Supplementary Information). Still, almost
any fruit size was observed at any given leaf size, and
vice versa (Fig. 4A). There was even less patterning of
seed size with respect to leaf size (Fig. 4B), although the
cross-species correlation was marginally significant
(Table 3). Little difference was made by considering the
leaf size of compound-leaved species as that of the whole
leaf rather than that of the leaflets (not shown).
SLA varied independently from the other plant traits

In general, SLA showed no relationship with either wood
density or leaf size (Table 3; Appendix 2, Supplementary
Information). Still, at one site (La Chonta) species with
higher density wood had lower SLA, and at two sites
SLA was correlated with leaf size ( positively at BCI, negatively at La Selva). Whereas SLA was weakly negatively
related to plant height and seed size across all species, no
relationship was evident in either case when evolutionary
divergences were considered (Table 3). Considering individual sites, taller species tended to have leaves of higher
SLA at La Chonta and leaves of lower SLA at Los
Tuxtlas, but no relationship was seen at the other sites
(Appendix 2, Supplementary Information). SLA and
fruit size were weakly and negative related in the speciesbased and PIC analyses (Table 3), and at one of the two
individual sites (Los Tuxtlas) for which we had data for
both traits.

were weakly positively correlated across species
(r 2 ¼ 0.04; P , 0.001) and at two of five sites (Appendix
2, Supplementary Information), but unrelated in the PIC
analysis.
Multivariate analyses confirmed the pairwise patterns

All six traits were known for 122 species. Principal components analysis of these data largely confirmed the results
from the pairwise analyses. The first principal axis extracted
from the data explained 33 % of the total trait variation and
was most strongly correlated with seed size and fruit size
(Table 4). Variation in plant height and, to a lesser extent,
SLA (negatively) were also associated with this axis. The
second axis explained a further 24 % of variation, reflecting
the negative relationship between leaf size and wood
density. Weak correlations between axis 2 and the other
traits indicated that covariation between leaf size and
wood density was largely independent (orthogonal) from
variation in the other traits. A second analysis involving
all species confirmed these findings: each axis explaining
a similar amount of variation as in the first analysis, and
the same strong pattern of trait correlations was evident,
especially with the first two extracted principal axes
(Appendix 3; Supplementary Information).
DISCUSSION
Orthogonality among key traits and trait dimensions

Other trait-pairs were unrelated

All other trait-pairs were essentially unrelated, the exception being wood density and seed size. These traits

Five of the six plant traits are focal traits in particular ecologically important plant strategy dimensions: leaf economics (SLA), seed size/seed output (seed and fruit size),
leaf size/twig size (leaf size), and typical maximum plant
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height. The sixth trait, wood density, is associated with
several, somewhat inter-related trait dimensions. Taken
together, our results suggested that the leaf economics,
seed size/seed output and leaf size/twig size dimensions
are essentially orthogonal among woody species in the neotropics. Demonstrating orthogonality among strategy
dimensions is of considerable importance as it indicates
that the dimensions convey essentially different information
(Ackerly, 2004). Plant height showed little relationship to

F I G . 4. Relationships between species-mean (A) fruit size and leaf size,
and (B) seed size and leaf size. Leaf size for compound-leaved species
was taken as the mean size of individual leaflets. Correlation statistics
are given in Table 3. (A) SMA slope (and 95 % confidence interval) ¼
2.58 (2.40, 2.78); (B) No slope was calculated as the relationship was statistically non-significant.

any other traits except seed and fruit size. Still, around
90% of height variation was not associated with seed or
fruit size, suggesting that the plant height dimension
could perhaps also be considered as largely orthogonal
from the other strategy dimensions. The results from crossspecies and evolutionary divergence analyses were highly
congruent, indicating that our findings were not unduly
influenced by taxonomic biases in the dataset. Our dataset
was large, both in terms of the number of species represented (2134) and in its taxonomic breadth (607 genera
from 101 families), giving added weight to the results.
Wood density (WD) was largely unrelated to the other
traits (except for leaf size, discussed below). We had
expected a negative relationship between WD and
SLA, reflecting the continuum from fast-growing,
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F I G . 3. Relationships between species-mean leaf size and wood density.
(A) Whole-leaf size versus wood density, with open circles indicating
simple-leaved species and filled circles indicating compound-leaved
species. Only the SMA slope fitted to simple-leaved species is shown
(slope –2.68, 95 % CI – 2.97 to –2.43); correlation statistics are given in
the notes associated with Table 3. No relationship was found among
compound-leaved species (P ¼ 0.250, n ¼ 49). (B) Leaf or leaflet size
versus wood density, with symbols and fitted slope as in (A). No relationship was found among compound-leaved species (P ¼ 0.726, n ¼ 129);
however, with the seven smallest-leaflet species removed, leaflet size and
wood density were then negatively correlated (r 2 ¼ 0.06, P ¼ 0.005).
These species were Albizia niopoides, Hydrochorea corymbosa,
Macrolobium acaciifolium, Parkia multijuga, P. nitida, P. velutina, and
Schizolobium parahyba (all in the Fabaceae).
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TA B L E 4. Principal components analysis of trait data for
122 species for which all six traits were known

Eigenvalue

Axis 2

0.63 (þ)
0.63 (þ)
0.39 (þ)
0.28 (2)
0.03
,0.01
1.95

Axis 3

Axis 4

Total %

0.03
0.05 (þ)
0.02

0.17 (þ)
0.14 (þ)
0.22 (2)

0.01
0.01
0.27 (þ)

84
84
89

,0.01
0.66 (2)

0.44 (þ)
0.01

0.23 (þ)
0.05 (2)

95
75

0.65 (þ)

0.01

0.15 (2)

81

1.42

0.98

0.72

The first component (axis) explained 33 % of total trait variation, the
second a further 24 %, the third 16 %, the fourth 12 % (total, 85 %). The
proportion of variation (r 2) in each trait explained by each axis is
indicated, as well as the sign of the correlation coefficient (trait loading),
where significant (P  0.05). For each trait the total proportion of
variation explained by the analysis is given in the rightmost column.
Eigenvalues ,1 indicate axes that explain less variance than each
individual variable contributes. All variables except wood density were
log10-transformed, and the PCA was run on standardized data (i.e. the
correlation rather than the covariance matrix).

light-demanding species (low WD, high SLA) to slowgrowing, shade-tolerant species (high WD, low SLA).
Indeed, in previous interspecific studies of Panamanian
trees, WD was negatively correlated with photosynthetic
capacity (Santiago et al., 2004), and height growth rate
negatively correlated with leaf lifespan, LL (Coley, 1988)
– photosynthetic capacity and LL being key traits in the
leaf economics spectrum (Reich et al., 1997; Wright
et al., 2004). However, besides SLA and WD being negatively correlated at La Chonta, our analyses suggested that
WD is largely unrelated to the leaf economics spectrum
among woody species from Neotropical forests.

whereas large-fruited species could have a wide range of
seed sizes. However, this was not what we observed:
except for the very smallest fruits (for which seed and
fruit size were almost identical), three to four orders of
magnitude variation in seed size was seen at any given
fruit size. Furthermore, no species had very large fruits in
combination with very small seeds. It is unclear how to
interpret these departures from the expected pattern.
Perhaps there is some maximum number of seeds per
fruit beyond which there is no longer a pay-off to packing
in more, smaller seeds?
Leaf size in relation to seed and fruit size: Corner’s Rules
were weak rules at best.

‘Corner’s Rules’ describe the tendency for species with
thick twigs to have large appendages (leaves, fruit) and
wide branching angles. Previous studies have not detected
a tight relationship between fruit and leaf size so much as
showing that particular combinations of fruit and leaf size
were absent. Cornelissen (1999) reported a triangular
relationship such that small-leaved species had small
seeds (and fruit) only, whereas large-leaved species were
observed with a wide range of seed (or fruit) size. By contrast, Westoby and Wright (2003) found a positive correlation but not a triangular relationship between leaf size
and seed size across Australian arid and sclerophyll
species. Here also there was no evidence of a triangular
trait relationships among these traits. While fruit and leaf
size were indeed positively correlated, both the large leaf/
small fruit and small leaf/large fruit corners of graph
space were essentially empty (Fig. 4A) while, if anything,
the most empty corner of seed size – leaf size graph space
was the lower left (small seeds and small leaves). In other
words, Corner’s Rules held only weakly at best among
these species, for unknown reasons.
Why do taller species tend to have larger seeds and fruit?

Interpreting the significant relationships among the
measured traits

Despite the general conclusion of orthogonality among the
strategy dimensions, several quite consistent (though mostly
weak) trait relationships did emerge (Fig. 5). That is, positive
relationships were found between seed and fruit size,
between leaf and fruit size, and between plant height and
each of seed and fruit size, while a generally negative
relationship was found between wood density and leaf size.
Below we discuss possible underlying reasons for these
relationships.
Fruit size constrains seed size

A seed cannot be bigger than the fruit in which it is
found, nor can a seed be larger than the entire fruit – seed
complex if a seed is borne outside the fruit, as in
Anacardium excelsum (cashew; Anacardiaceae). This physical constraint (shown as a dashed line in Fig. 1) led to
the expectation of a ‘triangular’ relationship, i.e.,
small-fruited species should have small seeds only,

A tendency for larger species or growth forms to have
larger fruits and seeds has been recognized many times previously (Leishman et al., 2000; Moles et al., 2004). In the
most comprehensive study to date, seed size and maximum
plant height were positively correlated across 2113 species
from a wide range of habitats, including deserts, grasslands,
shrublands and both temperate and tropical forests (r 2 ¼
0.35; Moles et al. 2004). The strength of this global
relationship was considerably greater than that found here.
However, when just the tropical forest species from that
study are considered the traits were correlated with
similar strength to those among the species in this study
(r 2 ¼ 0.09).
It is unclear why larger species tend to have larger fruits
and seeds (Leishman et al., 2000; Moles et al., 2004).
While, logically, there must be a physical constraint
whereby very small plants cannot support very large fruits
or seeds, it seems unlikely that observed fruit and seed
sizes are close enough to any physical limit for this factor
to be very important (Thompson and Rabinowitz, 1989;
Leishman et al., 2000). Presumably, diaspore dispersal
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distance increases with plant height, at least for windassisted diaspores or for those without specialized dispersal
adaptations. While this may contribute to observed relationships between plant height and seed or fruit size, it does not
provide a general explanation: these relationships are actually just as strong among species with animal-dispersed diaspores as among those with wind-assisted or unassisted
dispersal (Leishman et al., 2000). One promising recent
explanation is based on the time taken to reach reproductive
maturity (Moles et al., 2004). The argument is as follows:
species that are large as adults have a long juvenile period;
to survive a long juvenile period requires high juvenile survivorship; high juvenile survivorship is associated with
large seed size; hence there is a link between seed size
and plant size. Moles et al. (2004) point out that this is
similar to the positive relationship seen in mammals
between adult body size and offspring mass at the time of
independence (Charnov, 1993), but a full test of these
ideas would require quantification of the relationship
between seed mass and survival from seed production to
reproductive maturity.
Wood density and leaf size: linked via hydraulics of water
transport?

Wood density and leaf size were negatively associated
across all species, within individual sites, and when considered in terms of evolutionary divergences. Indeed, this
was the strongest and most consistent relationship observed,
after that between seed and fruit size. Several other studies,
from a range of vegetation types, have recently reported a
negative correlation between WD and leaf size (Ackerly,
2004; Cavender-Bares et al., 2004; Pickup et al., 2005;
Rossetto and Kooyman, 2005), suggesting that this trait
relationship may be quite generally true. No explanation
has yet been offered for the relationship, but one possibility
is that it relates to the hydraulics of water supply. The line
of argument is as follows. (1) On average, species with
lower WD have higher hydraulic conductivity per unit
sapwood area (Ks) as a result of having a higher proportion
of stem cross-section taken up by vessel lumen; this being
due to having larger-diameter vessels, on average, or to

having similar average vessel size, but more vessels per
unit sapwood area (Stratton et al., 2000; Ackerly, 2004;
Bucci et al., 2004; Kocacinar and Sage, 2004; Santiago
et al., 2004). (2) Within a given habitat, species with
higher Ks should (all else being equal) be able to transport
more water and thus deploy a larger total leaf area per stem
(Mencuccini, 2003; Ackerly, 2004; Cavender-Bares et al.,
2004). (3) Interspecific variation in total leaf area per
shoot is driven more strongly by variation in individual
leaf size than by variation in leaf number per shoot
(Falster and Westoby, 2003; Westoby and Wright, 2003;
Ackerly, 2004). Thus, the negative WD – leaf size relationship arises via the pairwise correlations between each of
these traits with total leaf area per stem. Nonetheless,
20-fold or more variation in leaf size was seen at any
given wood density among the species in this study
(Fig. 3), indicating that this prospective causal pathway,
even if true, is by no means hard-wired.
Are multivariate trait relationships in the Neotropics
similar to elsewhere?

In previous sections we have shown that leaf size and
WD are correlated among species from other habitats in a
similar way to among the species in this study, and the
same was true for plant height with respect to seed and
fruit size. But how does the overall pattern of multivariate
trait associations – or trait orthogonality – compare to elsewhere? Several of the traits used here were also included in
a study that used principal components analysis to investigate trait relationships among 640 species from
Argentina, England, Iran and Spain (Diaz et al., 2004). In
that study, as found here, SLA was essentially unrelated
to plant height, seed size and plant ‘woodiness’ (treated
as an ordinal variable), and plant height was positively
associated with seed size. However, unlike here, both
height and SLA were positively associated with leaf size;
furthermore, plant woodiness was positively associated
with each of plant height, seed size and leaf size. Still,
when considering only the 113 laminar-leaved trees and
shrubs in their dataset, leaf size and woodiness were in
fact negatively correlated, as found here and elsewhere,
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F I G . 5. Summary of relationships among the six plant traits. The strength and consistency of the relationship among any pair of traits is indicated by the
thickness of the line connecting them, dotted lines indicating the weakest and most inconsistent relationships. The main hypothesized factor underlying the
relationship is indicated (see Discussion), as well as the sign (positive or negative) of the relationship.
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albeit only very weakly (Spearman’s r ¼ – 0.17, P ¼ 0.08;
S. Diaz, pers. comm.). At this stage there have been too few
multi-species, multi-trait studies to ascertain the extent to
which differences in trait relationships between the Diaz
et al. (2004) study and our own reflect peculiarities of the
vegetation types studied, or whether the similarities reflect
globally general trait relationships.

To understand the life-history trade-offs that have shaped
plant evolution we need to understand the basis of relationships among ecologically important plant traits, and among
correlated sets of such traits (strategy dimensions). Here,
relationships among several ecologically important traits
(and thus trait dimensions) were investigated across a
large number of woody species from the Neotropics. The
leaf economics, seed size – seed output, and leaf size –
twig size strategy dimensions were shown to be essentially
orthogonal. Wood density, a trait implicated in several strategy dimensions, was generally unrelated to the other traits
(or trait dimensions), except for leaf size. The plant
height dimension was largely orthogonal to the other trait
dimensions, but less clearly so. In particular, taller
species tended to have larger seeds and fruit, as shown previously in a variety of vegetation types. Seed and fruit size
were tightly related, most likely reflecting a simple physical
constraint. Wood density and leaf size were negatively
associated, our tentative explanation for this relationship
invoking a link via plant hydraulics. The overall pattern
of trait relationships was similar in the cross-species and
evolutionary divergence analyses, indicating that the
observed results were not strongly affected by taxonomic
biases in the dataset.
This study concerned woody species from Neotropical
forests. Limited evidence suggests that patterns of trait
relationships may vary somewhat according to the types
of species and site-types that are studied. As additional
multi-species, regional and global datasets of plant traits
accumulate, these sorts of results will be able to be
placed into world-wide context, and thus contribute to a
better understanding ecological trait variation among the
plants of the world.
S U P P L E M E N TARY I N FOR M AT I O N
Three Appendices are available online as Supplementary
Information (http://aob.oxfordjournals.org/). Appendix 1:
preliminary investigation of properties of sun leaves
versus shade leaves; Appendix 2: Details of pairwise trait
relationships among woody species (trees, shrubs, lianas)
from seven Neotropical forests; and Appendix 3: principal
components analysis of trait data for 2134 woody species
from the neotropics.
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